
Proposal for consideration at IMCA Australia Meeting Lake Cootharaba

Foiler Restrictions

There is sufficient discussion and disent, particularly in the NSW moth Ranks, to justify a formal
debate within IMCA Aust as to whether we want to ban Foilers, and if so how. Although the numbers
for or against a ban, even in NSW are uncertain, I think it would be more healthy for the class for a
formal decision to be made as soon as possible. 
 
As such I would like the following motion/rule change proposal listed on the AGM agenda for
discussion. It should also be placed ASAP on the website (with this preamble) for consideration and
dicussion, and for the various state bodies to consolidate their members' opinions into their vote for the
AGM.
 
I propose that the class rules be ammended by adding to Rule 6 a new part 4:
"The Hull and Rudder (and attachments) may include only one hydrofoil in contact with the water and
configured such that it can develop a vertical dynamic lift component while sailing with no heel.  This
hydrofoil shall comprise only one lifting element, which may be divided by supporting (non-lifting)
structure. The sum of the areas of the lifting elements of all underwater appendages not lying in a
vertical plane shall not exceed 0.14 m2.  The hydrofoil shall be symmetrical about the longitudinal
centreline of the hull, or vertical foil (fin, rudder or other appendage) to which it is attached, at all times
while sailing. If such a hydrofoil is used in one race of an event, it must be used in all races of the
event."
 
The wording is almost straight from the I14 class and has been effective there for about two years. If the
Moth class decideds a ban is needed this rule appears to be adequate.
 
Phil Stevenson,
National Measurer


